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is an eat-or-be-eaten world out there as radiology practices

search for the winning formula of services, systems, and

practices to survive in a volatile marketplace. Demonstrating
value in a market where there is increasing commoditization,
creating a positive patient experience in a facitity environment
where a radiology practice has little opportunity to interface

directly with patients, and forging a partnership with emerging

coordinated care delivery systems are just three examples of the complex

challenges we face today. As the practice management challenges facing

radiologists continue to grow more complex, understancling how to

Ieverage enhanced revenue rycle management technology and business

intelligence will be critical for demonstrating value and having actionable

data to support informed business decisions.



CLOUD-BASED REVENUE CYCLE MANAGEMENT

Healthcare's future is based upon sharing patient infor-
mation across the continuum of care. Practices that are

capable ofproviding data previously locked in stand-alone
data silos to their customers of the future-such as Account-

able Care Organizations and other coordinated care

models-as well as to traditional customers like referring
physicians, will find themselves at the top of the food chain.

The RCM as the Data Mart and Hub
for Business Intelligence

The old-paradigm "billing system" has evoived over time
into a revenue cycie management (RCM) system, but many
are stiil glorified bill generators that are patched together
with other applications, and that fail to properþ address the

key requisite of healthcare today-interoperability. This
failure to dynamically share communications, informa-
tion, and services with disparate and distributed systems

when, where, and how the data are needed, necessariÌy
limits the RCM systems'role. Cohesive, interoperable plat-
forms are needed not only for effective revenue capture
and management, but åiso to serve as a radiology prac-
tice's centrai financial and information hub-a critical
enabler for making timely and informed decisions, both
operational and financial, that may impact the financial
viabiiity of the practice.

Fortunately, continued technological advancements
now alÌow radiology providers to connect electronically
to support clinical and financial information exchange.

The RCM now needs to function as the heart and soui of
the radiology practice, able not only to communicate in
real-time with referring physicians, patients, and payors,

but also to amalgamate data from stand-alone siÌos. Radi-

ology practices armed with the business inteliigence able

to consolidate data to drive sound decisions wiÌl be best-
positioned to add value and thus thrive.

In the current cÌimate of accountability and govemment
regulation, providers need to make the most of data. Radi-

ology administrators need to strategically manage their
practices with information that identifies workflow trends

and processing bottlenecks, along wrth the ability to produce

a variety of on-demand fiscal and operating reports.

Business Intelligence -
Making the Most of Data

Business inteiiigence (Bl) is defined as using a computer-

based approach and data repository to collect and analyze

information about business processes and trends, allowing
healthcare providers to track and manage key performance

indicators that highlight opportunities for improvements
or efficiencies

But all data is not created equal, and business lntelli-
gence is notjust about pretty dashboards. Today's practìce

managers require on-demand, actionable data when and

where they need it. Reliable underlying data, meaningful
performance metrics, and cross-system analytics are needed

to bndge the gap between today's disparate data systems to
provrde greater clanty and control ofbusiness operations.

Most of the RCM systems available today do provide or
can be integrated with a report generator to track indica-
tors such as denied charges, net collections, and accounts

receivable aging. But these reports are often far from intel-
ligent. They may be inaccurate, based on improper or
poorly-constructed data, or so untimely that they cannot
be used to drive action. Often they cannot be trended on

a daily basis so that probiem areas can be quickly identi-
fied and addressed. They may be mired in such detailed
minutiae that it becomes difficult to spot a trend at all.
Legacy systems' reporting limitations often make it diffi-
cult to extract required data, and it can take weeks or
even months to code and generate a new report. Radi-

ology managers can be overwhelmed with data, yet lack
good information to make the best decisions. Without
access to integrated information that is updated on a
continuous basis, it is difficult to look at long-term trends
and get a big-picture view in order to make proactive deci-
sions rather than react after the fact.

Tiue business intelligence uses data from multiple
sources and systems, regardless of size and source, and

transforms it into snapshots to create dynamic answers to

the questions being asked of radiology providers today:
What drives the quality of our care? How can we improve
patienl satisfaction?

TTue cloud-based RCM solutions include access to BI

solutions that put analytic capabilities and digital data
dashboards at the fingertips of radiology administrators

without the need to involve the lT department. As health-

care reform initiatives and coordinated care models like
ACOs gain momentum, access to timely business intelli-
gence becomes critical in order to demonstrate quality
and appropriateness of care to patients and third-party
payors to ensure reimbursement. Radiology practices that
understand their business and are able to provide merged

clinical and financial outcomes data will have a distinct
advantage in reimbursement andlor exclusivity negotia-

tions with ACOs and commercial payors.

Exhibit A depicts a scorecard a hospital-based group

would use to demonstrate value and quality to an inte-

grated deiivery system. The Quality Scorecard combines

ciinical data such as most-used diagnosis codes from a CAC

(computer-assisted coding) system, dictation turnaround
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CLOUD-BASED REVENUE CYCLE MANAGEMENT

Exh¡b¡t A: Quality Scorecard
Appropriateness Criteria Compliance by Referring

Physician
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times from the RIS, ordering appropriateness criteria from
the medical decision support application, and patient satis-

faction results from the customer relationship manage-

ment database (CRM) with the primary payor demographic

from the RCM platfonn. The radioiogr practice that drives

this information back to the constituents who determine
payment for serr,rices sets the standard for itsell providing

a "prix-fìxe" set of courses to the table members rather than
taking orders from the diners.

Exhibit B demonstrates the power of being able to access

data from different sources in one analysis. A radiology
business manager can examine trended data from the
computerized physician order entry (CPOE), CRM, PACS,

and RIS of an imaging center and consolidate it with finan-

cial data from the RCM platform to see which factors are

truly driving deciining referrals, and which trends might
be used to predict cash flow. A graph provides the ability
to quickly visualize what is happening; drilling down gets

at the underlying detail to understand why something is

happening, The original data might reside in disparate

systems, but a BI and RCM piatform that is the true hub

of a radiology practice federates the disparate data for
timely and accurate analysis.

Gloud-Based \f,/eb Senrices Make
It Possible

A cloud-based piatform is designed and buiit from the
ground up to be delivered over the Internet using stan-
dard Internet protocols (e.g., RESI SOAP, and HTTPS) and
healthcare interoperability and security protocois (e.g.,

HL7, 5010.)

NewWeb service technoiogies provide a standard means

of connecting different software applications, running on

a variety of platforms via a secure Internet protocol. This
opens the door for real-time data exchange regardless of
operating system or programming language, between soft-
ware applications being used at hospitals, imaging centers,

and payors, thereby ensuring proper charges, compliance,

and reimbursement.

While traditionai biiling systems have achieved some

degree ofintegration, they are not truly interoperable; they
require hard-coded static interfaces that are difficult to
maintain, and cannot communicate in real-time or be

easiþ aitered to integrate new information-sharing systems.

Cloud-based Web services can be called from other
applications to integrate over the enterprise. A Web serv-

ices call is real-time, eliminating static daily HLZ imports

!2
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Exhibit B: lmaging Center Revenue Drivers
Weekly Tech Productivity (PACS) Weekly MRI Backlog (RlS)

Reports not Signed by Physician (RlS)

Radiologist RVUs by Payor (RCM)
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and creating true data sharing opportunities between
disparate and drstributed systems.

Next-generation RCM platforms use real-time cloud
delivery to continually push changes in regulatory stan-
dards, software updates, and payor edits automatically,
with no disruption to radiology bilÌing providers, a capa-

bility unheard of with traditional billing systems.

Many applications already used in radiology have

successfully migrated to the cÌoud such as CAC products,

PACS and RIS systems, EMR/CPOE, and CRMs.

Real-Time Processing
Software is often considered out of date the day it is

installed, but cloud-based deiivery means the system can

be continuaiiy updated and kept current, both in terms

of software and hardware and-particularly critical in
radioiogy billing-in terms of financial, legai, and work-
flow infrastructure.

When a standard 1s updated or rules or procedures

change, all relevant systems must be quickly and consis-

tently updated. At the claim level, a cloud-based RCM

platform can give real-time payor edit updates at the time
edits are made, changed, or removed.

RIS or CPOE systems would not readily have the ability
to interact with a billing system or know if a patient were

eligrble for services. True Web-based interoperability allows

radiology providers to share data with other applications
in a digrtal conversation, a two-way real time exchange of
information that ensures all parties are in sync.

Interoperability is the dynamic that ensures when new
information is entered into a physician's desktop or RIS,

the same information is made available ln other applica-
tions to support the billing process and business intelli-
gence. One example of the importance of this real-time
data exchange is the need to have current information at
patient payment points. If a patient accesses a bill online
and makes a payment, and that system does not promptly
reflect the transaction in the billing system, the patient
may be sent to collections in error. The result is additional
work and correspondence; more importantly, it may create

patient dissatisfaction. Likewise, if new information comes

back from a payor, such as up-to-date secondary insurance

information, it can be automatically captured and used to
trigger action in other systems.

A true cloud-based platform can impart additional
value to modem EMR, practice management, PACS, RlS, and

l
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CPOE systems by allowing payor edits, eÌigibility checking,

error processing and correspondence to be handled at the

referring physician's office or front desk Embedding the
"billing" functions within systems outside the billing
department will increase the value of these systems,

reduce the number of front-end errors, allow for easier

error processing, correspondence, and uÌtimately result

in cleaner claims and improved revenue collections.

Cloud-based platforms impart a higher level of inte-
gration to disparate systems beyond simple interoper-

ability. From a governance perspective, this is important
in avoiding unsynchronized data between systems that
can result in denials or fines From an organizational
perspective, the overhead cost savings made possible by

switching from manuai reconciliation across various

systems can be enormous.

While in the past it was acceptable to connect billing
functionality only to a RIS and perhaps the general ledger,

today the complexity is exponentially higher, and prac-

tices need to communicate with PMS, EMR, RIS/PACS, and

directly to patients themSelves.

Electronic information exchange is also the backbone of

the HITECHAct and meaningful use compliance. The 5010

transaction sets implemented last year require electronic

interactions with payors, and some payors are now
demanding the electronic submission of results data. Thrs

means connectivity is not merely important, but mandated.

As a direct result, the expectations of and demand for,

additional intelligence will ratchet up exponentiaily.

It's been said of building the integrated healthcare

delivery models of the future that if you're not at the table,

you're on the menu. A cloud-based RCM operating as a

business intelligence hub addresses both the increased

demand for data, and how to keep from being buried

underneath that same data, and stay focused on taking
meaningful, informed action. Radiology practices thus
armed can ensure that they're not only at the tabÌe, they

help determine the menu. Dl
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